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Introduction
Previous research indicates that children can 
absorb and retain detailed and intricate information pre­
sented in a narrative form, (e.g., the* names of obscure 
peoples and regions in The Hobbit# by J. R. R* Tolkien), 
while similar concepts presented in expository form 
(e.g., names of peoples, animals, and places from around 
the world) are easily confused* These initial observations 
formed the basis of the present study, which 'was^tb.'.deter­
mine the relative effectiveness of narrative versus 
expository instruction for children. The term "expository 
text* is broadly defined as followst ..encompassing 
overall writing patterns which organise text and convey an 
author** message: causation, comparison, description,
collectionv and problem/solutionM (Blake, 1905, pg. 54).
The term is further described by Engler and Hiebert (1983) 
as having four basic text structures, defined as follows*
1. Description. A text structure that 
specifies an object’s, person’s, animal’s, 
or event’s characteristics and attitudes.
2. Enumeration. A text structure in 
which a series of facts, details, or 
components of a given topic is presented 
as a list of points.
3. Sequence. A text structure in which 
a series of events related to a process 
is presented in chronological order.
4. Comparison/contrast. A text structure 
in which two or more events, objects,
individuals, and so forth, arc com­
pared according to their likenesses 
and differences on one or more
attributes*. ' (Engrlert and Hiebert9 •
1983* pg. 67).
Englert and Hiebert suggest that most textbooks 
tend to follow these structural guidelines in one form 
or another. One might infer from this, that a majority of 
classroom instruction would also follow this pattern of 
expository structure.
Current research of stories has been carried out 
in the framework of the story grammar tradition (Rummelhart, 
1975? Mandler and Johnson, 1977). A brief description 
of the story grammar approach is offered by Wilensky 
(1983) t
Story grammarians claim that stories are 
a linguistic form in much the same manner 
that sentences are and that we can 
contribute constituent structure to 
stories in much the same way that we 
can attribute it to sentences (pg. 579),
An early grammar for the analysis of story struc­
ture was proposed by Rummelhart (1975), Thi3 grammar 
contained re-write rules of the form STORY-EPSIODE+EVEHT, 
which described the constituent structure of simple single 
protagonist stories. This theory laid the groundwork for 
Mandler and Johnson’s (1977) research directed towards 
story structure and recall. Mandler and Johnson concluded 
that high levels of recall appear to be the result of 
experiential knowledge as we** as an inherent story scheme#
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children's understanding of narrative and expository 
texts, allhouf \ research indicates that narrative texts 
are somehow easier to comprehend and recall, A study of 
standardized reading comprehension tests showed that 
children were more competent at unaided recall of narra­
tive texts than expository texts {Caldwell, 1985),
Another study (Meyer, Haring, Brandt, and Walker 1980) 
indicating that, although high school and college students 
tended to organize expository texts quite effectively when 
given information in the context of points and counter­
points, there seemed clear evidence that a narrative text 
was produced higher comprehension test scores* No explana­
tion was offered to support this finding*
The issue of text length as it relates to retention 
appears to be related to the salience of a particular scene 
or article of information as opposed to the structure of 
the text (Van Dan and Brinkerink-Carlier, 1983)* When 
the quantity of information increases, supplementary detail 
tend to be forgotten regardless of whether the text were 
organized according to narrative or expository form.
The present study challenges the assumption that 
factual information can onl> be transmitted through 
expository text structures. It is only practical at the 
advanced grade levels that expository instruction be
ftMN However, at the lower grade levels# where children
have not yet mastered the organisation of abstract con* 
cepts# instruction through narrative text may be a more 
effective means of teaching.
Young children are generally accustomed to receiv­
ing verbal messages in a narrative format. Adults often 
present rules and important safety information in 
narratives (e.g. "What would you do if someone you didn11 
.know offered you some candy?”). When children hear 
stories, they tend to create mental images of the charac­
ters, the places, the activities, etc. These mental images 
are easily recalled than similar information presented in 
expository form. This may be due to the nature of the two 
forms* Fxpository is often a vehicle for presenting bits
of' information without providing transitional links which 
explicate the relationships between the disjointed pieces 
of information. This creates a fragmented image which may 
be difficult to recall in its entirety. ; Narratives,, on 
the other hand, tend to flow more smoothly through a 
sequence of events tied together with transitions and 
explanation. Constructing the mental images of a narra-v 
tive involves the stimulation of the child's creativity, 
thus making learning an active process. The child is able
to transform ideas into a fluid stream of events as 
they relate to his/her own experiences. Facts presented
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of disjointed images* lacking character and dimension, thus 
making organization and recall of the information a 
mtUmit task*
This experiment explores the possibilities of 
adapting instructional curriculum into a narrative form.
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Hie subjects were twenty-two first grade children 
between the ages of six and eight who attended a public 
elementary school in a small midwestern city. This age 
group was chosen to insure a minimum of prior knowledge 
of the selected subject matter.
Materials
Subject Matter. Astronomy was chosen as the basic 
subject matter for the instructional sessions. The reason 
for selecting this topic was twofold: 1) it offered the
opportunity to present factual material in a narrative 
form, and 2) it is not standard curriculum in most schools 
at such an early grade level. Research shows that, even 
when astronomy is introduced as a part of the classroom 
curriculum, it is often poorly presented, leading to 
confusion among young students (Vosniadou 1988; Vosniadou 
and Brewer, submitted). This literature suggests that 
educators and authors of basal science texts foster the 
process of misconception in children by: 1) offering
facts without explanation! and 2) failing to acknowledge 
children's experiential perceptions of the earth, the 
day/night cycle, etc.
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A limited look at astronomy instruction 
in some of the local schools and a 
detailed examination of the astronomy 
unit in four leading science series 
that we have recently undertaken have 
revealed problems in both areas. For 
example, in one series examined, the 
authors organized the material to be 
acquired around scientific . 'nformation 
about the moon, the sun, and the earth. 
Therefore, they included a unit on the 
moon at grade one which takes the 
children from a description of the size 
and shape of the moon to an explanation 
of the moon1s phases (which most of our 
adult subjects cannot explain), ignoring' 
childrenjs models and before providing 
any instruction on the relative size and 
location of the earth, the sun, and the 
moon in the solar system (Vosniadou,
1988, pg, H).
In an experiment in which a group of third graders 
were administered a test on the day/niqht cycle before and 
after reading a two-page instructional essay on the pro- 
cuss, Vosniadou ( 1988) reports that, while six children 
gave adequate descriptions of the day/night cycle in the 
pre-test, only five of the children did so in the .post­
test.
In view of the findings of Vosnisdou et al, , the 
instructional texts for this study were intended to pro­
vide explanations of astronomical phenomena rather than 
conveying factual information. The texts focused on two 
phenomenat the day/niqht cycle and the relative size and 
Shape of the earth, moon, and sun. These were thought 
to be relatively uncomplicated concept's in terms of
8instruction, but according to Vosnindou and Brewer {sub­
mitted}, these concepts are generally misunderstood by 
children in the early elementary qrades.
Text types. The present study provided instruc­
tional materials for children in one of two forms: 
narrative or expository. The narrative text consisted 
of a sequence of episodes that approximated the under­
lying structure of a single protagonist: story given by 
most story grammarians (Handler and Johnson, 1977). The 
text included a single female protagonist who was seven 
years old. When she discovered that someone was planning 
to stop the earth from turning', she embarked on a series 
of rescue attempts, until she finally succeeded in restor­
ing the universe to its natural state. Throughout the 
course of the story, factual information about the day/ 
niaht cycle was woven into the narrative to convey the 
necessary instructional information. The narrative form 
is given in Appendix A.
The expository text was written to include elements 
of all four of the-expository text structures referred to 
earlier (Englert and Hiebert, 1981). The narrative text 
was generated first, and the factual information appearing 
in the story was then adapted to expository form. The 
information presented in the expository text was designed 
to parallel that of the narrative as closely as possible,
9without includin'? elements of the storyline. The exposi­
tory text is given in Appendix B.
Tho (|ues t ionnair<'. The questionnaire included a 
subset of items selected from the questionnaire developed 
by Vosniadou and Brewer (1988), Appendix C has a listing 
of the twenty-three items used in the study. Vosniadou 
outlines three types of questions used to assess a child’s 
understanding of astronomy!
1) Factual questions desiqned to test a child’s 
knowledge of theoretically important facts*
2) Explanation questions, designed to lead the 
child to explain these facts*
3) Generative questions, designed to capture the 
child’s generative model*
Several items in the present questionnaire served 
as warm-up quest ions■ (questions 1, 5, and 9). The remain­
ing items were either factual (questions 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8,
10, 11, and 12.) , ex pi ana t ion (qu es t i on s 1 3 , 14 , 15, 16, 19 § 
20, and 21), or generative (questions 17, 1.8, 22, and 23) . 
All of the questions related directly to information 
presented in both the narrative and the expository 
instructional sessions.
Clay models. In addition to the questionnaire, 
portions of clay were used during testing to enable the 
children to create models of the earth, moon, and sun*
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This procedure eliminated. the problem of a young child’s 
limited vocabulary interfering with an accurate descrip­
tion of the shapes of the earth, moon, and sun and the 
day/night cycle.
Procedure
The twenty-three item questionnaire was administered 
to the* children as a pre-test. The experimenter tested 
the children individually, in an isolated corner of 
their regular lassroom. The questions were administered 
orally, and each response was recorded, both on auditory 
cassette, and in written form, on the quest iorvnai re. 
Illustrations were made by the experimenter to reflect the 
shape and movement of the earth, moon, and sun as depicted 
by the children’s models.
The children were divided into three categories on 
the basis of the answers given on the pre-test. Category 
A was for children exhibiting a relatively sophisticated 
understanding of the test material. This included accurate 
conceptualization ofs the spherical shape of the earth, 
moon, and sun? the orbit and/or rotation of the earth; and 
the day/night cycle. Category B was characterized bys 
knowledge of the spherical nature of the earth, moon, and 
sun, and some notion of movement and the day/night cycle.
The children in Category C, created models that were not 
spherical , and otherwise displayed l i t tie or no
understanding of the day/night cycle. The number of 
children in Categories A, B, and C, were two, ten, and 
ten, res pec t i ve1 y.
A random assignment of one child from Category A, 
and five each from B and C, were combined to form group 1, 
which received instruction in a narrative format,
The remaining eleven children (one child from 
category A, and five each from B and C) combined to form 
group 2, and received the instruction in an expository 
format. The narrative and expository instruction was 
presented in two ten-minute sessions, on consecutive 
days. The narrative sessions were given first, followed 
by the expository instructional sessions. When. Group 1 
received instruction, Group 2 was involved.in a separate 
activity which prevented them from hearing Group l*s 
instruction. The same was true for Group 1, so that Group 
1 did not participate} in Group 2*s instruction. The 
factual information given was accompanied by hand gestures 
to illustrate movement. No other visual aids were used. 
The post-test consisted of the same set of questions and 
procedures as those administered during the pre-test. The 
post-test was given the day following the final instruct 
tional session for each group.
Results and Discussion
The results of the pre-test and post-test revealed 
no significant differences between children in the narra­
tive and expository groups. Although there were no 
definitive results, the tests revealed several issues of 
interest. The results of the pre-test showed that twelve 
of the twenty-two children tested produced a spherical 
earth model, whereas only two of the first graders tested 
in the Vosniadou (1988) study provided such models. Our 
explanation for this finding is that, although the class^ 
room teacher had not presented a formal unit on astronomy, 
she incorporated many of these concepts in her classroom 
routine, For example, on a child's -birthday, she would 
gather the children in a circle, A candle placed in the 
center of the circle represented the sun. The birthday 
child would walk around the circle carrying a globe, spin­
ning it as s/he went. The child walked once around the 
candle for every year of life. Throughout this process, 
the teacher read from a biography prepared by the child's 
parent, highlighting events and activities that took 
place in that child's life as they occurred in time (e .g ., 
"Susie was born on May 5, 1982. When she was a baby, 
she learned to crawl, and walk, and at eleven months, she
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went on a jet to visit her grandparents in Florida.. When 
she was one year old...")*
The teacher in this classroom has Montessor! teach-* 
ing certification. This birthday ritual is a common prac­
tice in Montessori classrooms. In fact, discussion with 
the teacher revealed that one of the two children placed 
in Category A (this category was for children with the 
most sophisticated answers) had attended a Montessor! 
school for preschool and kindergarten. She was the only 
child who demonstrated the earth*s rotation, as well as 
its orbit around the sun* She was the only child taking 
the pre-test who knew that the moon orbited the earth.
Clearly these issues were a factor in this experi­
ment, because these chi ldren had more expos i re to the 
subject domain of astronomy than we had expected. Accord­
ing to Vosniadou (1988) young children go through stages 
of understanding concepts of astronomy which are similar 
to the evolution of scientific views of the workings of 
the universe. In other words, scientists once thought 
that the earth was flat, and that people would fall off 
if they came to the edge of the earth. With the advent 
of telescopes and other instruments, this perception 
changed and became more sophisticated. Vosniadou suggests 
that children experience a similar process, so that they 
can only conceptualize that which is consistent with their
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conceptual development. Therefore, these children may 
already have been at the limits of their understanding 
before the instruction had even begun.
Several additional factors were also responsible 
for the lack of results. First, the original study was 
designed to provide a series of five instructional ses­
sions for each of the two groups. The intent was to 
produce an instructional situation similar to a classroom 
curriculum, wherein a subject is presented with a series 
of lessons which form a unit. Due to scheduling problems 
in the school, we were only able to administer two instruc­
tional sessions to each of the groups. The elimination 
of three of these sessions for both the narrative and 
the expository groups made it difficult to be thorough 
in providing exemplary teaching conditions.
Second, the design of the questionnaire nay have 
been faulty. Having identical testing situations for both 
the pre- and post-tests may have encouraged children to 
produce highly similar responses. For example, because 
there were no questions in the post-test which directly 
related to the narrative storyline, it is conceivable that 
the visual images, described in the narrative instructional 
version, were never brought to mind. In fact, it is pos­
sible that the post-test questions may have actually 
favored the expository instructional group, A better
14
testing method may have been unaided-recall. According 
to Caldwell (1985), an unaided recollection of text is 
a better measure of the quality of comprehension. This 
would have been an indication of the way in which the 
children organized the information given. Free recall 
allows the child to recreate the lesson in his/her own 
words, thus provoking a clearer view of the child's 
understanding*
The present study was developed as a pilot for a 
large scale project to study children's knowledge of 
astronomy across several different grade levels. A cross- 
age comparative study, incorporating the changes suggested 
previously, should produce the desired results.
Appendix A
.... .......  .Narrative Lesson :...... . ....
Once there was a little girl named Lundra. Sandra 
was in the first qrade. Like most children her aqe,
Sandra en joyed p1ay ina ^’* 11, aad t aq, and runni nq around 
in the fields by her hone, But most of alL, she liked to 
watch the jets take off from the . force base at the 
end of her street.
One day as Sandra was takino the bus over to her 
Grandma’s house on the other end of town, she overheard 
two men talkino. They were spoakinq very softly--almost 
in whispors--as if they didn’t want anyone to hear what 
they were sayinq. That just made Sandra listen all the 
harder.
Although she was unable to hear every word that 
was said, she understood the men to say that they had a 
plan to make the earth stop turning. Then they would have 
control over everyone in the whole worldj This conversa­
tion was a bit confusing to Sandra, because she didn't 
know much about the earth, accept that it was a planet, 
and she lived on it. In fact, she didn't even know that 
it turned or moved at all.
When she arrived at her Grandma’s house, Sandra 
asked about the movement of the earth. Her Grandma said
that the earth was always spinning around, and that’s how 
we had dayand night. Sandra didn’t ask any more, and 
she didn’t tell her Grandma about the two men. She had 
come up with a plan of her own.
Sandra decided that the best way to learn something 
was to see it for herself. So that night after dinner, 
instead of going to bed, she crawled out her window and 
went down the street to the air force base. The great 
thing about being in first grade is that no one ever 
thinks that a first grader would do anything like fly off 
into space in a jet. But that was exactly what Sandra did.
It was dark at Sandra’s house when she flew the jet 
up into space. When she got way up into the sky, she 
looked down at the earth. It looked like the big round 
blue ornament that hung on her Christmas tree every yearl 
And Grandma was right... it was spinning around like a 
topi She noticed another ball-shaped thing that seemed 
to be going around the earth in a circle. It was much 
smaller than the earth. It. was the moon!
Sandra started to fly towards the other side of 
the earth, to see what it was like. As she flew, she 
noticed that it was getting lighter. Then she saw a huge 
ball of fire. It was the sun! It was much bigger than the 
earth, and it made the moon look like a tiny marble in 
comparison. The sen was so bright that she had to turn
her eyes away. Whoa she looked back down at the earth, she 
saw that it was liqhl on this side, even though it had 
been dark on the other side. Finally she understood 
what h • 'r Gran dma was sayi ng ahou t t h e e ar t h t u r n i n q s o 
that it could be day or night. While it was dark in her 
town, i t was 1 i qh t sone n l a ce o i se, An d s 16w 1 y t he ea r t h 
spins around, so that it keeps changing from day to night, 
and back to daytime again. So the sun never really moves 
at all, it just looks like it does. The same way that it 
looks like the trees are flying past, when you look out 
the window of a ear....when really, it's the car that's 
moving.
As Sandra was admiring the view that only astronauts 
had been able to see up until now, a strange thing hap­
pened*..,the earth suddenly stopped turning,'
When Sandra saw that the earth had stopped turning* 
she realised that this meant that one half of the earth 
would always be dark, and the other half would always be 
light. She thought of how awful that would be, because 
plants needed sunlight to grow, and s,o all the plants on 
the dark side of the earth would die. She didn't waste 
any more time thinking of all the terrible things that 
would happen. Instead, she trie 1 to think of a way to put 
things back to normal.
All of a sudden, she began to get very hot* She 
realized that she was f1yinq closer and closer to the 
sun, Sh e mad e a qu i ck t-u r n o f t he j o t, and s t a r t ed back 
towards earth. She could have been burned to a crisp 
if she’d done any closer to the sun.*
As she flew# she thought of an idea to got the 
earth back on its rotation. She quickly searched the jet 
for a rope. When she found it, she tied one end to the 
tail of the iet, and set out for earth. The flight back 
seemed to take so long, now that she was in such a hurry 
to get things back to normal.
One she got close to the earth, she flew down by 
the arch in St. Louis, Missouri, tied the other end of 
the rope to the arch, and then flew around and around the 
earth, wrapping the rope around it like the string on a 
yo-yo. When she finally ran out of rope, she got up all 
the speed that the jet could muster, and flew straight 
out into space as fast as she could go. Well, the rope 
pulled so fast, that it sent the earth spinning like a 
top.1 Sandra watched as the earth rotated to allow the 
sun's light to shine on various places of the earth's 
surface as it turned. What a relief! The earth was tgrh* 
ing again as usual, the tiny little moon was making its
trip around the earth, and the sun was shining out on the 
entire event....just as things had been before Sandra
went out into space.•••but now she really understood the 
way things worked.
She went back to the base quietly/ and landed the 
jet. She decided not to tell anyone about her adventure. 
She didn't figure anyone would believe her anyway.1
Appendix B 
Expository Lesson
We live on a planet known as the Earth. The earth 
is round like a ball. From out in space, the earth looks 
blue because of all of the water on the surface which makes 
up the oceans and seas. The moon is also shaped like a 
ball, but it is much smaller than the earth. The moon moves 
around the earth in a circle called an orbit.
The sun is a star. It is like a biq ball of fire* 
The sun is much bigger than the earth* Although it may 
look to us on earth as though the sun is moving across the 
sky during the day, it is actually the earth that is 
moving. The earth spins around like a top, and as it 
spinSi the sun shines on the surface of the earth. This 
creates daylight for one half of the earth at a time, while 
the opposite side of the earth is dark. As the earth 
turns or rotates, it exposes different areas of the earthfs 
surface to the sunlight at different times. This is called 
the day/night cycle.
If the earth were to stop moving, then the sunlight 
would only be able to roach one side of the earth. This 
would create a never-ending daytime for the people in the 
aide of the earth that was facing the sun. The people on 
the aide of the earth that waa away from the aun would be 
in a never-ending nighttime. This would mean that there
would be no plants on the dark side of the earth, because 
plants need sunliqht in order to qrow and survive.
Mot only does the earth rotate or spin around, but 
italso moves around the sun. Thesun stays in one place 
while the earth moves in a circle around it. We call this 
the earth's orbit around the sun. The earth orbits the 
sun, much the same as the moon orbits the earth.
2 )
1 )
3)
4)
5)
6 )
7)
8 ) 
9)
10)
11)
12 )
13)
Appendix C
Pre-test/Post-test Questionnaire 
Do you know what the earth is?
Could you please make the earth for me (hands a blue 
wad of clay to child) so that I can see what shape 
it is?
Is the earth hot or cold?
Can people live on the earth?
Do you know what the sun is?
Could you make the sun for me (hands child a wad of 
orange clay) so that I can see what shape it is? Is 
the sun bigger or smaller than the earth, or are they 
the same size?
Is the sun hot or cold?
Can people live on the sun?
Do you know what the moon is?
Could you make the moon for me (hands a child a wad of 
white clay) so that I can see what shape it is? is 
the moon bigger or smaller than the earth, or are.they 
the same size? Is the moon bigger or smaller than 
the sun, or are they the same size?
Is the moon hot or cold?
Can people live on the moon?
Dees the earth move} (If yes, then) Show me how.
14) Does the moon move? (If yes, then) Show me how.
15) Does the sun move? (If yes, then) Show me how.
16) (pointing to the respective models) Remember that 
this is the earth, and this is the sun,...can you 
show me how they move together?
17) (If the child said that the earth moved) What would 
happen if the earth stopped moving?
18) (Jf the child said that the sun moved) What would 
happen if the sun stopped moving?
19) Remember that this is the earth and this is the moon 
(pointing to respective models). Show me how they move 
together.
20) (Using a toy figure to represent a person on the 
fcarth) Can you place the earth, noon, and the sun 
so that it is nighttime for this person?
21) Wow show me what happens when it is daytime for this 
person.
22) Suppose that you wanted to make it daytime all the 
time for this person * how would that happen?
23) How would you make it nighttime all of the time?
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